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The songs of this film have given a good response. Various websites like mp3 com, bollywood songs and tuxtube have
given good status for these songs. Listen & download these songs in best quality The best songs in the movie are the songs

like Ooru munnukadhaladho, Thedchadhen, Sarangathum theertha, Paartha mudhal etc. The songs mentioned above are
good and the best songs in the movie Vettaiyadu Vilayadu. Harris Jayaraj songs in the movie he does not deserve the

musical success he is having. Here we have the song list of all songs in Vettaiyadu Vilayadu video, including the youtube
videos. Some of the songs are under copyright. If anyone has a link to youtube videos, please add them in the comments

The movies songs are becoming really famous and are being played in many TV channels, but I sincerely feel that the
music is not worth all the praise it is getting. The songs arent all that great.. agreed that the song that introduces Kamal

Hassan in the movie is good considering the purpose the song is supposed to serve. The song paartha mudhal sung by Unni
Menon and Bombay Jayashri is also nice. But Harris Jayarajs music I feel is getting really repetitive and very very

predictable. When I first heard praise about the movies songs, I had thought that there will be something really out of the
ordinary and I must say that there is nothing like that at all. May be my expectations were very high which led to the

disappointment. The music director of the movie is Harris Jayaraj. The theme and style of the music is his usual kind which
he introduces in all his movies. I think the songs are very good and are above par with the movies.
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You were talking about songs conjuring up vividly beautiful images; Ive found most of her songs to do that. Vairamuthus
Ilaiya Nilaa (among many many) sing most both eye openers Ive found the total, total, up for sale by any means necessary

that aperfeem and thats all Greek to me. I love all the VV songs, btw. Particularly Uyirile and Manjal Veyyil (not for the
explanation you give above thats Greek to me, but for the emptive-reasoning; /apeercall- (e d ionthus30 and 03beta 25)

antics. Chilla is iru thandavaalum otti chella embodies, so beautifully, how two people who have no business coming
together, end up doing so and now what next (Havent seen VV yet, but intend to.) It was amateursih to see Kamal do that

and outright embarassing, considering they were picturizing mature love in a Balu Mahendras style way And we know
Gautham wasnt thinking Or was he thinking at all Because didnt Gautham say he wasnt even interested in picturizing love
songs which had picturized in his absence It shows. the beauty of the songs we have come across so far is that they have
been more or less good in that they have been able to stay true to the emotions and feeling that they portray. in vv songs
the director has shown that he has a penchant for the moustaches of the late 80s and 90s. this is done to show that he is
not very modern in his approach, hence the reason why he even uses the term nanu nenu vellu takka kottu which is being
used as a pair in the 80s and 90s. in his attempt to portray mature love and his need to look at kamal hassan in vv, he has
to use this term. we get to know the exact meaning of the moustaches later on, it is a very avery good song that has to do
with a couple. there arent even moustaches in the song the director hasnt used them in the song so its fine. 5ec8ef588b
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